Enterprise Risk Management Programs
The rise of international terrorism and the current state of globalization has challenged
us to prepare and manage previously unthinkable situations that threaten your
organization’s future. Today’s corporations must plan beyond the emergency response
plan, EAP, or current crisis management programs. Organizations must now engage in
the use of a more comprehensive security management tool: the Enterprise Risk
Management Program. This plan must be a living document and an on-going process
that clearly identifies your organization’s core activities, before, during, and most
importantly after a crisis event.
Crisis Management Planning
Even the best security management programs may not take into account the possibility
of catastrophic emergencies. At GSI, we have developed crisis management programs
and procedures to encompass the majority of emergency scenarios that a corporation
may face whether operating domestically or on foreign soil. Our personnel will help plan
through the quagmire of geopolitical issues, transport logistics, communications
requirements and emergency medical planning. GSI maintains rapid deployment teams
available for immediate travel should our client or his assets be endangered in the event
of political instability, natural disasters, hostage situations or medical emergencies.
Planning Process:
This includes the step-by-step BUSINESS CONTINUITY plan preparation, identifying
the firm’s current readiness, prevention, response & recovery.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify Critical Systems
Alternate Communications
Alternate Locations
Finance & Operational Risk Analysis
Employee Safety Strategies
Public Relations Planning

Plan Maintenance:
This includes those tasks required to ensure your plan remains current and updated
relating to your employees, key personnel, vendor relationships, ancillary coordination’s
and general readiness.
Labor Disruption Contingency Planning
Global Strategies, Inc. is prepared to make plans and contingencies for the security of
our client’s facilities, assets, and key personnel with minimal disruption to work
productivity should the unfortunate event of labor disputes or strikes arise. Our
personnel are able to walk you through the process of planning for a possible labor
strike and give you guidance on what to expect from picketers, union organizations, and
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the media. Should a labor dispute ensue, GSI is able to deploy personnel for the
protection of your key executives and plant managers. We are also able to provide
trained strike personnel and photographers to record illegal activities or property
damage by laborers during a labor dispute. These records are often called upon in court
to give an easement from strikers in the vicinity of the factory/corporate compound.
Media Policy Procedures
Sooner or later, almost all companies are faced with a Public Relations dilemma that
must be addressed. Global Strategies, Inc. will make sure that the client’s security
concerns are being addressed when dealing with the media during a press release or in
the event of a company crisis. We will work closely with your Public Relations
Department to ensure the safety of speakers and the restraint of groups or individuals
who may wish to tarnish your company’s reputation for individual or politically motivated
reasons.
Global Strategies, Inc. can help you emplace the appropriate structure to effectively
deal with crisis situations that threaten the well-being of your business. We will help you
identify roles and responsibilities of key personnel and use table-top exercises to help
your management leaders better understand how critical decisions must be made by
executive leaders in a time of crisis. At GSI we believe the Enterprise Risk Management
is an ever changing and fluid plan. As such, we make members of our staff available to
your firm through our programs ensuring you our expertise during planning, practice,
and in the event of a crisis. We stand ready to help you develop an effective Enterprise
Risk Management Program to enhance your critical infrastructure protection.
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